
“Government must depend for its Efficiency either on Force or Opinion.” 

From ‘The Colonist’s Advocate’, VII. (Feb 1, 1770) 

 

Echoes Across Epochs: A Dialogical Dance on Governance 

 

In the hushed confines of intellectual contemplation, where shadows played upon the pages of 

acquired wisdom, a lone candle whispered secrets to the parchment. Emerging from the 

dimness, a figure known as Him materialised, his gaze piercing the temporal veil. Into this 

metaphysical chamber, Me, a contemporary thinker wrapped in the ephemeral essence of 

modernity, made a grounded entrance. 

 

Him:  “Government must depend for its Efficiency either on Force or Opinion.” Let this 

maxim reverberate through time as we embark on a dance across the intricate tapestry of 

governance. What say you? 

 

Me:  Indeed. In your epoch, the quill and the printing press wielded a potent force to shape 

public opinion, fuelling the flames of revolution and reform. Now, in the contemporary era, 

we contend with a multifaceted and technologically complex force. In this era where digital 

narratives shape the contours of physical reality, the dialectic between Force and Opinion 

assumes a thorny, renewed significance. Current global discourses brandish digital swords, 

and forces collide in the nebulous realm of information. 

 

Him:  Speak of such dissemination, where the ink-stained quill of my era undergoes a 

metamorphosis, emerging as your digital tap; where the embers of my bygone epoch still 

glow, casting their hued light on your present-day dance.  

 

Me:  The perplexing tapestry of digital discourse manifests in The Bird’s Call, where users 

engage in impassioned debates, oft waging wars of words in the realm of 280 characters. 

Opinions clash, forces mobilise; acceptance is as swiftly ephemeral as cancellation amidst the 

cacophony of the bird’s calls. 

 

Him:  A curious symbol, this bird's call. In a realm where information travels at the speed of 

light, how do clashes of opinion and mobilisation of forces impact the quest for equality in 

your time? 



 

Me:  It's a paradoxical dance. Movements rise in The Bird's Call, challenging power 

structures and demanding equality, yet the forces resist, for the sword is mightier than the on-

screen keyboard. The struggle thus manifests in social movements rallying against systemic 

injustices, economic disparities, and lingering echoes of historical inequities. We continue 

your Age of Reason with blistering fingers, yet They carve with polished brogues an Age of 

Controlled Reason.   

 

Him:  Equality and control engage in a timeless dance where the music lags one note 

behind, and the People's footwork anticipates by a step. I grappled with notions of 

representation and equitable power distribution, longing for the manifestation of equality in 

contemporary dialogues, which alas, I would not witness. Nay, the seeds of my epoch appear 

not to have germinated into vibrant flowers that will synthesise from the sun of your future.  

 

Me:  My actions echo with renewed demands for economic justice, racial equality, social 

equity, the livability of gender and sexuality. As both a battlefield and a stage, digital voices 

magnify and contest the prevailing order; digital platforms mould public opinion and, in turn, 

public opinion sculpts the platforms. 

 

Him:  But do these public bird calls wield authority over those who govern? Do 

Governments emerge efficiently from public Opinion? Or does the intricate dance between 

Opinion and Force in your digital realm amplify both democratic voices and concentrations 

of power? 

 

Me:  Democracy, indeed, a theatrical production with moments of grace and discord where 

the Phantom dons no mask. We witness Them at centre stage, orchestrating an off-pitched 

opera. Institutions strive to maintain governance for the people, yet the delicate equilibrium 

wavers, and the dance becomes a nuanced navigation of competing forces. There is no clear 

victor, perhaps, but legislation of my era – notably the cryptic Script of Public Restraint 2023 

– exemplifies how governments aim to wield force in the digital domain. Veiled in 

bureaucratic language, this legislative instrument bestows powers to regulate public order, 

often encroaching on the delicate fabric of free expression. The Scripts solidify without 

national assent; Force may reign supreme over Opinion.  

 



Him:  Fascinating. How, then, in your epoch, do governments reconcile the maxim that 

their Efficiency depends on either Force or Opinion, particularly within the realm of 

information wars and digital battles? Define, if you will, the essence of force in the dance of 

your time. 

 

Me:  Governments grapple with the challenge of maintaining efficiency in the face of 

conflicting forces. Opinions wielded in the digital sphere often guide the course, yet the 

spectre of force looms, necessitating a delicate balance. It's a dance where echoes of your era 

meet the digital forces of mine. Force in my time has shed dated trappings but retained its 

essence; the digital realm has birthed new avatars, where algorithms, shadow-bans, cancel 

culture, and the report button play the role of the invisible hand. Public Opinion, once 

established in the Court of the Divine Ruler, now operates in the Grand Jury of the Millions. 

Force appears to function in the omnipresent simulated world – manipulating perceptions, 

steering narratives, and shaping realities like a digital demigod – yet it functions here, in the 

physical world, for its digital manifestations ricochet into reality. 

 

Him:  And how do these elusive Forces intertwine with Opinion in this intricate dance of 

governance? 

 

Me:  The interplay is profound. Opinions are the currency of the digital realm, and forces 

adeptly mine and manipulate this currency to shape public discourse. Free speech exists 

simultaneously as our currency and our exploitation, with a price attached. The Bird's Call 

encapsulates the paradox of free expression and controlled narratives, yet serves as the 

modern agora where opinions are minted and exchanged. As opinions clash, forces marshal 

to amplify or stifle them, weaving a complex tapestry of competing ideas and influences. 

 

Him:  A subtle ballet, this interplay of force and opinion, transcending the tangible and 

embracing the intangible. Define, then, the elusive concept of government Efficiency in your 

epoch. 

 

Me:  Government efficiency in the 21st century remains a paradox. Navigating the digital 

labyrinth, balancing competing interests, and responding to the cacophony of public voices 

define efficiency. Yet, the Script of Public Restraint 2023, a legislative scroll veiled in 

bureaucratic complexity, exemplifies a government's attempt to justify its force on the digital 



realm infiltrating the physical space. The dance is delicate, for a misstep can lead to stifling 

opinions or unleashing unbridled chaos from unchecked narratives. A misstep in our march 

can even land you before a forced prosecution. 

 

Him:  Contemplate with me, then, the future of governance. Will it lean towards an 

embrace of unchecked force, or tread a path where opinions converge and diverge freely? 

 

Me:  A weighty question. Well: a future, where force dictates and opinions cower in 

silence, paints a chilling tableau. A utopian vision, where opinions flow freely, shaping a 

harmonious governance influenced by the collective Opinion, is a tantalising prospect. The 

challenge lies in forging a delicate equilibrium between these extremes, where force respects 

opinion, and opinion tempers force. 

 

Him:  Ah, the golden mean, the Aristotelian virtue in the governance of nations. Envision, 

then, a future where force and opinion engage in a symphony, not a cacophony. 

 

Me:  In the envisioned future, force would act as a shepherd, guiding the flock without 

stifling its natural movement. It would serve as a vigilant guardian, protecting against the 

encroachment of chaos. Opinion, in turn, would flow like a river of ideas, unbridled and 

unrestricted, nourishing the landscape of governance. The dance would be one of mutual 

respect, where force tempers excess, and opinion guides wisdom. 

 

Him:  A vision both prudent and hopeful. But, do not the shadows of human nature cast 

doubt upon the realisation of such a harmonious dance? 

 

Me:  Shadows persist, and the dance is fraught with the eternal tension between power and 

virtue. The nature of humankind, with its propensity for both brilliance and malevolence, 

challenges the realisation of this utopian ideal. Yet, the dance itself, the perpetual striving for 

balance, is the essence of effective governance. 

 

Him:  Reflect with me, as we weave the threads of conclusion, on the central focus of our 

dialogue: “Government must depend for its Efficiency either on Force or Opinion.” 

 



Me:  In the labyrinth of time, this maxim echoes as a timeless riddle. It beckons us to 

contemplate the delicate dance between force and opinion, envisioning governance where the 

symphony of ideas harmonises with the vigilant force guarding against anarchy. It urges us to 

navigate the shadows of human nature and strive for a future where the perfected dance of 

mutuality between both partners of force and opinion endures, transcending the epochs. 

 

Him:  And so, a timeless choreography in the governance of nations. 

 

Echoes of our dialogue dissolve into the silent corridors of intellectual contemplation, where 

the candle's last flicker unveils Him, the spectral interlocutor— a shade from a bygone era. 

Benjamin Franklin stands before Me, forever entwined with the symphony of force and 

opinion, contemplating the bittersweet interplay of past and present woven into the intricate 

tapestry of humanity. 


